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The artificial intelligence (A.I.) era is booming. More 
than twice as many papers mentioning A.I. were published 
in medical journals in 2018 than in 2017. The way 
machine and deep learning algorithms can contribute to 
diagnosing medical conditions or tailoring therapies have 
been explored in major studies (1). However, the medical 
community is concerned and has expressed doubts about 
the challenges A.I. poses to healthcare (2,3). While the 
potential of artificial narrow intelligence in assisting medical 
professionals in their daily work is exceptionally high, there 
is one aspect of the journey towards A.I. that often gets 
forgotten: the importance of data annotators.

Data annotators are medical  professionals who 
undertake this time-consuming, rather monotonous task 
without the flare that usually encircles A.I. As algorithms 
improve through vast amounts of relevant data, without 
the annotators’ dedicated work, it is simply impossible to 
develop algorithms, and thus A.I. will not arise and will not 
be used in the healthcare setting (4).

The issue of data annotation is reflected well through a 
simple example: the challenge of recognizing cats on images. 
General rules humans create do not work in this context 
as having four legs, fur and two eyes are not features that 
are easy to explain to an algorithm that only detects pixels 
on the image with their individual colour and intensity, all 
expressed in numbers. Therefore, the way developers have 
been tackling this is by feeding the algorithm with a lot of 
images of cats and letting the algorithm find out its own 
rules for recognizing a cat.

This requires not only images of cats but annotated ones 
where a person has previously marked the area on the image 
that represents a cat. The same rule applies to data obtained 
in medicine. Medical images, medical records, photos and 

other scans all require annotation by a professional to make 
sure the algorithm learns the right rules and draws useful 
conclusions (5).

These medical professionals sit in a room and go through 
X-ray and CT scans; electrocardiogram (ECG) recording; 
medical records; pathology slides, or other sources of data, 
and count, label and draw lines to make sure the algorithm 
will understand the diagnosis, the details of a case, the exact 
cell types on a pathological slide, or the precise location of a 
medical issue on a scan. They spend countless hours doing 
this repetitive type of work while the real consequence of 
their efforts might only appear years later, if they have a 
chance to enjoy it themselves.

As medical data archives were obviously not created 
with future A.I. algorithms in mind, standardizing existing 
sampling processes is also a challenge. In pathology, for 
instance, the staining method, the age of the sample, the 
department where the sample was produced all matter when 
it comes to making a decision about a sample whether it can 
be annotated for algorithms.

As the community of physicians annotating data is small, 
there are not enough of them to provide data sets big 
enough to help build the algorithms healthcare desperately 
needs. To tackle this issue, in the case of medical images, 
developers often rearrange the images, doubling the database 
by mirroring the images or inverting their colour (6).  
This way, the annotation is still helpful, but the size of the 
database becomes bigger, thus leading to more accurate 
algorithms. However, this is not ideal as the more originally 
annotated scans the algorithm sees, the more accurate it 
becomes. Simply put, more data annotator physicians, 
nurses and medical students are needed.

Therefore, it’s time to acknowledge their crucial role and 
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more importantly, find ways of persuading more and more 
medical professionals to help annotate data. There have 
been examples of supporting their work, although the room 
for improvement here is huge.

For example, a smartphone app called DiagnosUs 
creates a community of medical professionals to help them 
analyze and annotate medical images and videos (7). By 
using a free tool that allows them to improve their clinical 
skills, compete with their peers, and winning prizes in 
competitions, they also contribute to improving datasets for 
A.I. Such platforms have a place in this space.

The Google-backed company DeepMind has built a 
working prototype of a device that can diagnose complex 
eye diseases in real-time (8). It performs a retinal scan, is 
analysed by algorithms to provide an urgency score and a 
detailed diagnosis in roughly 30 seconds. The system that 
was developed in conjunction with London’s Moorfields 
Eye Hospital can detect conditions such as glaucoma, 
diabetic retinopathy and age-related macular degeneration 
with the same level of accuracy as ophthalmologists. 
DeepMind claimed that if the product passes clinical trials 
and regulatory approvals, physicians at Moorfields will 
be able to use the product for free for an initial period 
of 5 years. This is also method to make data annotation 
attractive to medical professionals.

The American Medical Association released a guidance 
about how to use and implement A.I.-based algorithms into 
the practice of medicine in an evidence-based way (9). Such 
clear guidelines can help not only adjust such advanced 
technologies to the daily work of physicians but also to find 
the right incentives that make them motivated. Practical 

regulations and policies can also support the safe and fast 
adoption of A.I. Good examples include the regulatory 
frameworks of the FDA in the US (10), as well as a similar 
guide published by the NHS in the UK (11).

If data annotation becomes an appreciated, rewarded 
and respected part of practice, its immediate consequence 
will be making machine and deep learning algorithms much 
more precise in radiology, pathology, cardiology, oncology, 
among others in recognizing patterns, supporting diagnoses, 
and designing treatment pathways.

It is becoming a common notion that the role of A.I. is 
not to replace physicians, however, physicians using A.I. 
might replace those who do not. While it will take plenty of 
time to find out whether this is the case, we will only find 
out if enough data annotators participate in the process. 
Even now, they might be sitting in dark hospital rooms with 
bright screens in front of them annotating radiology or 
ophthalmology images so that in the near future, someone 
might be able to create a useful medical application from 
them.

Without the unsung heroes of data annotation, 
healthcare will never benefit from A.I. (Figure 1).
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